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Abstract: Current approaches to the human language faculty emphasize that
during real-time processing anticipatorymechanisms play a vital role for people to
parse and comprehend linguistic input at a sufficient pace. Consistent with this
view, several Event-Related Potential (ERP) and behavioral self-paced reading
(SPR) studies revealed a processing disadvantage for pre-nominal linguistic ele-
ments that (grammatically) mismatched with an expected upcoming noun. More
recently, however, these findings have been challenged because the results are
difficult to replicate. In the current study, I continue this line of replication
research with a complementary method: eye tracking. I conducted two experi-
ments aimed at reproducing prior findings of a SPR study of van Berkum, Jos J. A.,
Colin M. Brown, Pienie Zwitserlood, Valesca Kooijman & Hagoort Peter. 2005.
Anticipating upcomingwords in discourse: Evidence fromERPs and reading times.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition 31(3). 443–
467. The participants read two-sentence stories constructed to elicit a strong lexical
prediction about anupcoming noun. To assesswhether readerswere activating the
lexical prediction, the noun was preceded by two gender-inflected adjectives
carrying an inflectional suffix that either matched or mismatched with the syn-
tactic gender of the predicted noun. Overall, I did not obtain evidence for strong
lexical prediction as the eye-trackingmetrics revealed no processing disadvantage
for mismatching adjectives (i.e., contrary to the findings of van Berkum et al.). In
fact, in some cases readers allocated more processing resources to pre-nominal
adjectives that morphologically matched with the gender of the predicted noun.
These intriguing findings will be discussed in the context of the time course, the
processing costs, and the validation processes of lexical predictions.
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1 Introduction
The notion that people can and routinely will predict upcoming information while
processing linguistic input, played only aminor role in the early frameworks on the
architecture of the language system. In fact, in classical frameworks – in particular
those stemming from the generative grammar tradition – linguists and psycho-
linguists explicitly argued against the feasibility of predictive processing strategies
because after each word of an unfolding sentence, infinite options are available as
a plausible continuation (see e.g., Kutas et al. 2011). In contrast, more recent
approaches to language processing emphasize the relevance and possibly the
inevitability of recruiting anticipatory (language) mechanisms to predict up-
coming linguistic material. In these frameworks, it is reasoned that the only way
the human language encoder can keep up with a continuous stream of noisy and
informationally dense input, is to predict what will come next (for more extensive
discussion and other reasons for why predictive processing is useful see e.g., Clark
2013; DeLong et al. 2014; Friston 2010; Huettig 2015; Jackendoff 2002; Kutas et al.
2011; Levinson 2000; Morris 2006; Pickering and Garrod 2007).
In line with more recent accounts on language processing, there is now an
accumulating body of evidence indicating that readers and listeners anticipate
upcoming linguistic information. Moreover, people seem to do so atmany levels of
representation, ranging from abstract syntactic structures at the sentence level, to
enriched conceptual structures at the discourse level (e.g., Dikker and Pylkkanen
2013; Estevez andCalvo 2000; Federmeier 2007; Kamide et al. 2003; Lau et al. 2006;
van Berkum et al. 2005). The mechanisms that give rise to these predictions,
however, are not fully understood (e.g., Dikker and Pylkkanen 2013; Bott and
Solstad, this issue). This is aptly illustrated by the ongoing debates on the cognitive
resources that are required to elicit a linguistic prediction. Roughly two opposing
viewpoints can be distinguished. On one end of the spectrum there are frameworks
that assume linguistic predictions comemore or less for free – e.g., because “this is
simply how the human mind works” (Huettig 2015). In these accounts, it is sug-
gested that a predictive (and action-oriented) processing mode is deeply rooted in
the neural function and organization of the human mind (cf. Clark 2013; Friston
2010). In contrast, in the frameworks on the other end of the spectrum it is argued
that for most linguistic predictions to emerge, an (elaborative) inference is war-
ranted (cf. Calvo 2001; Estevez and Calvo 2000; George et al. 1997; Long andDe Ley
2000; Smith and Levy 2008). Although these inferences do not require deliberate
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(conscious) processing per se, they are thought to pose a strain on the cognitive
resources of readers and listeners nonetheless. In other words, in these latter
accounts the preparation of a linguistic prediction should come at a measurable
processing cost.
In the context of these extant accounts of (linguistic) predictions the aim of the
current study was to increase our understanding of the initial processing phases of
anticipation, when the linguistic prediction is activated and “pre-integrated” into
the mental representation of a reader. I did so by recording the eye movements of
proficient adult readers while they read short stories to assess the processing costs
that are associated with the lexical prediction of a specific upcoming noun.
1.1 Lexical predictions
Perhaps it seems that it goes without saying that people predict specific upcoming
words while processing linguistic input. For one thing, in natural conversations
people are capable of finishing each other’s sentences (for detailed discussions on
the influence of prediction in dialogs in this issue, see Cummins and Tian; Ouyang
and Kaiser; Van Bergen and Hogeweg). In addition, in more controlled settings
where people are asked to complete a fragmented story, a similar pattern is
observed. People tend to propose the same word to complete biased truncated
texts (e.g., van Berkum et al. 2005). In spite of these observations, which intuitively
seem closely related to prediction, the past few decades of research have shown
that it is notoriously difficult to study whether lexical predictions are genuinely
part of “normal” language comprehension processes. This is primarily due to the
methodological complexities that arise when studying prediction. A proper
investigation of the phenomenon requires the identification of a process that is
related to information that has not been encountered yet, which has been proven
difficult in many studies. Often it is impossible to disentangle truly predictive
processes from its integrative consequences (e.g., Kutas et al. 2011).
There are, however, some notable exceptions to this general rule. Wicha and
colleagues (Wicha et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2004) presented compelling evidence for
the idea that people pre-activate a lexical item before it is encountered in a
discourse. They did so by making use of the Spanish grammar system to study
nominal predictions. In Spanish, nouns are preceded by articles inflected for the
syntactic gender of the noun. Utilizing this specific grammatical feature in a series
of Event-Related Potential (ERP) studies, Wicha and colleagues observed a
different ERP waveform for articles that syntactically matched with the gender of a
highly anticipated noun, relative to the ERPwaveform for articles thatmismatched
with the gender of that noun. These findings indicated that the noun became
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active, fully specified for its grammatical features, before it was encountered in the
text. Adopting a similar logic, DeLong et al. (2005) and van Berkum et al. (2005)
obtained equivalent results with English and Dutch materials respectively.
Whereas DeLong et al. (2005) made use of a phonotactic aspect of English –
mandating different indefinite articles (a and an) depending on the initial
phoneme of the immediately following word – the methodology of van Berkum
et al. (2005) more closely resembled the design of Wicha and colleagues. Since in
the present study Imadeuse of the stimuli of vanBerkumet al. (2005) to investigate
the processing costs of lexical predictions, a detailed discussion of their materials
is provided below (see Table 1).
Dutch nouns carry a fixed syntactic gender feature, common or neuter, and the
adjectives that modify a noun are obligatorily inflected for this feature. Whereas
adjectives that modify a singular common-gender noun in indefinite noun phrases
carry the inflectional suffix -e, adjectives that modify a neuter-gender noun carry
no overtly realized inflectional suffix, also known as zero inflection (∅). Van
Berkum et al. (2005) took advantage of this feature of Dutch grammar by
Table : Examples of the two-sentence Dutch stimuli used in Experiments  and  (and approx-
imate English translations).
Gender of predicted noun: Common
Match (e-inflection) Mismatch (∅-inflection)
Na een aantal uren onafgebroken typewerk Na een aantal uren onafgebroken typewerk
verloor Maartje haar concentratie. Het was verloor Maartje haar concentratie. Het was
dus hoog tijd voor een korte maar hoogst dus hoog tijd voor een kort maar hoogst
verfrissende pauze. verfrissend dutje.
‘After typing for several hours straight, ‘After typing for several hours straight,
Maartje lost her focus. It was time Maartje lost her focus. It was time
for a shorte but very refreshinge breakcommon.’ for a short∅ but very refreshing∅ napneuter.’
Gender of predicted noun: Neuter
Match (∅-inflection) Mismatch (e-inflection)
De inbreker had geen enkele moeite de De inbreker had geen enkele moeite de
geheime familiekluis te vinden. Deze geheime familiekluis te vinden. Deze
bevond zich natuurlijk achter een groot bevond zich natuurlijk achter een grote
maar toch onopvallend schilderij. maar toch onopvallende boekenkast.
‘The burglar had no trouble locating ‘The burglar had no trouble locating
the secret family safe. Of course, the secret family safe. Of course,
it was situated behind a big∅ but also it was situated behind a bige but also
unobtrusive∅ paintingneuter.’ unobtrusivee bookcasecommon.’
The critical adjectives are underlined and in the English translations suffixes are added for convenience.
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constructing short stories strongly biased towards a specific noun. For example, in
a two-sentence discourse such as, After typing for several hours straight, Maartje
lost her focus. It was time for a short but very refreshing…, people very strongly
anticipate that the noun breakwill follow, before they process the adjectives short
and refreshing. The critical manipulation was that when the participants
encountered the adjectives, the suffix of the adjectives either agreed with the
grammatical gender of the predicted noun (see top-left story in Table 1) or that it
did not (see top-right story in Table 1). Van Berkum et al. (2005) observed that
adjectives whose inflectional morphology did not agree with the features of the
predicted noun elicited a differential ERP effect. In addition, they conducted a self-
paced moving-window reading experiment (i.e., participants repeatedly pressed a
button to read a text in a word-by-word fashion, hereafter referred to as SPR) and
observed increased reading times for the second prediction-inconsistent adjective
(i.e., refreshing in the example above). Hence, just like the findings of Wicha et al.
(2003a, 2003b, 2004) these electrophysiological and behavioral results strongly
suggested that the participantsmust have predicted the specific noun that is bound
to follow (see also Otten and van Berkum 2008, 2009; Otten et al. 2007).1
1.2 The processing costs of lexical predictions
The studies discussed above suggest that people anticipate lexical elements before
these elements are encountered in an unfolding discourse. In addition, the find-
ings also present some insight into the processes and the associated computational
costs that precede themoment atwhich the lexical prediction actually occurs in the
input. To fully appreciate the implications for these early stages of anticipation, I
will (informally) distinguish several prediction phases. From a functional
perspective, a full processing cycle of a lexical prediction (or any prediction for that
matter) consists of threemain phases. First, the predictionmust be activated. In the
case of a nominal prediction this entails that the noun becomes pre-activated in the
mental lexicon due to the constraining properties of the discourse. Second, the
lexical prediction must be updated or even pre-integrated (see below) into the
developing mental representation. Third, when people encounter the sentence
position where strongly anticipated lexical items (should) occur, a final phase
evaluates the lexical prediction against all the available evidence.
1 In the current contribution I will not provide a detailed discussion of the polarity, latency, and
scalp topography of the ERPs reported for the different studies in Dutch, Spanish, and English. As
it turns out, these studies revealed a very mixed picture for these aspects of the ERPs, making it
difficult to reflect on the type of processes that may underlie the patterns obtained (for discussion
and an overview, see Kochari and Flecken 2019).
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Based on this simplified framework of activating, updating (pre-integrating),
and validating a prediction, three sources of potential processing costs can be
distinguished. In the final phase, processing costs may arise when strongly
anticipated input is not received and, hence, a prediction turns out to be wrong in
the context at hand. There is a large body of evidence, both from electrophysio-
logical and behavioral studies, in support of this hypothesis (e.g., Ehrlich and
Rayner 1981; Kutas andHillyard 1980, 1984;Morris 1994, 2006; for an overview see;
Kutas et al. 2011). In most accounts, these costs are thought to resemble some sort
of additional processing because the initial predictionmust be revised, overridden,
re-analyzed, or inhibited – or all of the above. In a way, very similar processing
costs may arise while updating the lexical prediction, before the predicted item is
actually encountered. That is, the observed differential ERP waveforms to
prediction-consistent and prediction-inconsistent determiners and adjectives
(DeLong et al. 2005; Otten and van Berkum 2008, 2009; Otten et al. 2007; Wicha
et al. 2003a, 2003b, 2004) are often interpreted as reflecting increased syntactic
integration efforts, or as the processing consequences of adjusting the nominal
prediction (e.g., van Berkum et al. 2005).
The potential processing costs of the first phase, when the lexical prediction is
activated, are less well documented. As mentioned earlier, whether this phase de-
mands additional cognitive resources may not be a particularly relevant question in
frameworks where a predictive processing mode is deeply grounded in the default
functioningof thehumanmind (cf. Clark 2013; Friston 2010;Huettig 2015). There are,
however, some good reasons to assume that the preparation of a prediction comes at
a processing cost. This is perhapsmost obvious in the case of an elaborate predictive
inference (e.g., Calvo 2001; Estevez and Calvo 2000; George et al. 1997; Long and De
Ley 2000). Inaddition, there aremore subtle implementationsof thishypothesis. For
instance, Smith and Levy (2008) put forward a formalmodel to describe and explain
predictability effects on reading times at arbitrary points in written texts. Their
model is based on the general idea of optimal preparation. The language processor
predicts what lies ahead, but at the same time attempts to minimize the trade-off
between theprocessing benefits of a prediction and the resources spent onpreparing
that prediction. In other words, since preparing to process aword quickly comes at a
cost, people only devote their resources to linguistic prediction if it isworth the effort
(Kutas et al. 2011; Wlotko and Federmeier 2015).
1.3 All-or-none prediction
Debates on the processing costs of lexical prediction are closely tied to discussions
on whether lexical prediction should be interpreted as an all-or-none or graded
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phenomenon. Whereas all-or-none prediction is considered as an active and
potentially resource-consuming affair, graded prediction is conceived of as pas-
sive, diffuse, global, and cost-free (Luke and Christianson 2016). The ERP studies
discussed above seem to provide evidence in favor of the hypothesis that strong,
all-or-none lexical prediction is a genuine aspect of language comprehension
processes. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain why abstract (semantically
arbitrarily)morphosyntactic features of a nounplay a rolebefore that noun is being
processed. Some recent studies and insights, however, cast doubt on this idea. For
example, in a comprehensive eye-tracking study, Luke and Christianson (2016)
concluded that strong lexical predictions occur in highly constraining contexts
only and that continuous, graded prediction would be a better characterization of
linguistic pre-activation processes. It should be noted that Luke and Christianson
do not dismiss the idea of all-or-none prediction. Instead, they emphasize that the
way ERP studies are traditionally designed and conducted may encourage more
detailed predictions. They emphasize that ERP studies with writtenmaterials often
employ a word-by-word presentation mode in which each word is presented for
350–500 ms. These moderate real-time constraints of the methodology offer the
participants significantly more time to read, thereby inviting all-or-none predic-
tion. Consistent with this idea, Wlotko and Federmeier (2015) observed in an ERP
study that a speeded presentation rate of written stimuli decreases the likelihood
that predictive processing will affect ongoing comprehension.
Other developments in the field also call into question whether the design
principles of prior studies provide a proper assessment of strong (all-or-none)
prediction. As pointed out by Nieuwland et al. (2017), the a/an manipulation in
DeLong et al.’s study (2005)with Englishmaterialsmay not be a good test case. The
manipulation is based on the phonological form of the next word and, hence, is
independent of the upcoming noun (e.g., an adjective may intervene between the
article and the noun: anENORMOUS kite). Furthermore, the ERP studies conducted
on Dutch materials also suffer from a complicating factor. As pointed out by
Kochari and Flecken (2019), articles and adjectival forms in Dutch are not exclu-
sively indicative of the syntactic gender of an upcoming (singular) noun.
The definite article marking common singular gender (de ‘thecommon’) is used to
mark plural nouns as well, and the definite article marking singular neuter gender
(het ‘theneuter’) is used to mark all diminutive derivations (de taart – het taartje
‘thecommon cake’ – ‘theneuter tiny cake’). Likewise, in contexts with indefinite de-
terminers (een ‘a’) adjectives modifying a singular diminutive always carry ∅--
inflection, even if the original noun is of the common-gender type. Perhaps as the
result of these complicating factors, some of the effects as reported in previous
Dutch and English ERP studies do not appear to be robust and replicable: a multi-
lab study by Nieuwland et al. (2018) failed to replicate the results of DeLong et al.
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(2005) and a large-sample replication study by Kochari and Flecken (2019) failed to
fully reproduce the results of Otten and van Berkum (2009).
1.4 The present study
The discussion above revealed a complicated picture. On the one hand, many ERP
studies on lexical prediction showed that an upcoming noun most be activated
before that noun is actually encountered in the input. On the other hand, two
recent, large-scaled ERP studies failed to replicate these findings. Furthermore, the
studies that provided evidence for the hypothesis that lexical predictions are
routinely being made employed a design in which the participants either listened
to the critical stories (Otten et al. 2007; van Berkum et al. 2005;Wicha et al. 2003a),
or alternatively, read the stories in relatively slow, non-self-paced word-by-word
manner (DeLong et al. 2005; Otten and van Berkum2008, 2009;Wicha et al. 2003b,
2004). Hence, these studies cannot provide an answer to the question of whether
lexical predictions are an intrinsic aspect of normal reading comprehension, when
readersmove their eyes freely (and rapidly) over a text. Moreover,many other open
issues remain, relating to the nature of lexical prediction (graded vs. all-or-none),
the associated processing costs, andwhether lexical prediction occurs regularly or
only in highly constrained contexts. Consequently, novel avenues of experimen-
tation are required to move forward (Nieuwland et al. 2018).
In the current study I try to contribute to this endeavor and at the same timemy
study resembles recent attempts to reproduce seeminglywell-established findings.
As discussed in Section 1.1, van Berkum et al. (2005) observed in their behavioral
SPR study that readers showed a processing advantage at a second pre-nominal
prediction-consistent adjective (i.e., the adjectives refreshing and unobtrusive in
the examples presented in Table 1). However, just like the presentationmode of the
visual stimuli in the ERP studies was somewhat artificial (DeLong et al. 2005; Otten
and van Berkum 2008, 2009; Wicha et al. 2003b, 2004), a similar objection holds
for the word-by-word moving-window SPR paradigm as employed in the study of
van Berkum et al. (2005). For example, the somewhat moderate real-time con-
straints of the methodology offer the participants significantly more time to read
(i.e., during first-pass reading), relative to the natural reading pace of most in-
dividuals. In addition, it has been argued that readers adapt to the word-by-word
presentation mode by resorting to a more incremental processing strategy, in
which they more rapidly use the information afforded by each word – i.e., to
generate, pre-integrate, and validate a lexical prediction – than they would do in
unconstrained reading (cf. Koornneef et al. 2019). These concerns related to the
ecological validity ofword-by-word SPRdonot invalidate the results obtainedwith
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the methodology, but they do point to the need for additional, less obtrusive
measures (cf. Mitchell 2004).
To address this issue, I repeated the word-by-word SPR experiment of van
Berkum et al. (2005) in two eye-tracking experiments where Dutch university stu-
dents freely read through the samematerials (i.e., in contrast to the SPR experiment,
the texts were presented in their entirety). My main objective was straightforward. I
intended to reproduce the grammatical gender effect as reported in ERP and SPR
studies. That is, if readers generate strong (all-or-none) lexical predictions during
unconstrained reading, a gender-mismatching adjective should come as a surprise
and, hence, should induce longer reading timesandmore regressive eyemovements
relative to its gender-matching counterpart. I should emphasize, however, that the
current study is not merely a replication study as it complements prior (replication)
studies in two important ways. First, a researchmethodology (i.e., eye tracking) was
employed that, to my knowledge, has not been used before to study pre-nominal
(grammatical gender) effects. A second novel aspect of the current study is that the
Dutch common-neuter gender dichotomywill be addressed inmore detail. Whereas
prior studies used both common and neuter gender nouns (and the corresponding
articles or inflected adjectives) to control for potentially confounding factors, I will
follow the recommendation ofKochari andFlecken (2019) andexplore howsyntactic




Participants were 24 undergraduate students from the Utrecht University com-
munity (23 female, mean age 21, range 18–34 years) who received money for their
participation. In this and the following experiment participants were native
speakers of Dutch, without a diagnosed reading or learning disability, and normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.
2.1.2 Materials
The stimulus set of the SPR experiment of van Berkum et al. (2005, Experiment 3;
see Table 1 for examples) was used in the current eye-tracking study. This set
consisted of 40 two-sentence items containing a context sentence followed by a
critical target sentence. For each item, there were two versions of the target
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sentence. In one version the final noun was a highly expected noun, in the other
version it was a much less expected noun (van Berkum et al. assessed the strength
of this manipulation in two paper-and-pencil cloze tasks, see their paper for de-
tails). The structure of the critical region in the target sentence was held constant
across items and conditions, and adhered to the following template: [indefinite
article] [adjective-1] [connector] [adverb] [adjective-2] [noun]. The critical manipu-
lation was that at the moment the readers encountered the adjectives during first
pass reading, the suffix of the two adjectives either agreed with the grammatical
gender of the discourse-predictable noun or that it did not. In half of the items the
predictable noun was a neuter-gender noun, in the other half the predictable noun
was a common-gender noun. The final noun in prediction-consistent story versions
was the discourse-predictable noun (e.g., painting). The final noun in prediction-
inconsistent story versions was a much less predictable noun of alternative gender
(e.g., bookcase). Note, however, that the prediction-consistent and prediction-
inconsistent story versions were both fully grammatical and semantically coherent.
The stimuli were divided into two counterbalanced lists, with each list con-
taining 20 prediction-consistent story versions (10 with a common gender noun,
and 10 with a neuter gender noun) and 20 prediction-inconsistent story versions
(10 with a common gender noun, and 10 with a neuter gender noun). Forty stories
of an unrelated experiment, examining how the meaning of verbs influences the
interpretation of pronominals, were included as fillers (an example of a typical
filler item is: David and Linda were both driving pretty fast. At a busy intersection
they crashed hard into each other. David apologized to Linda because he was the one
to blame.). One pseudo-randomization was used for both lists. The original
randomization order was used for one half of the participants, the reversed order
for the other half. Half of the experimental and filler trials were followed by a
statement about the story to encourage discourse comprehension. Participants
had to indicate whether the statement about the story was correct or false (half
were correct and half were false). On average, participants provided the correct
answer to these statements in 94% of the cases (range: 85–100%).
2.1.3 Procedure
Eye movements were recorded with a head-mounted SMI eye tracker that moni-
tored the gaze location of the right eye at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. All participants
were individually tested in a sound-treated booth at Utrecht University. The stories
were presented in their entirety on a CRT-screen at a viewing distance of approx-
imately 60 cm. Before presentation, a fixation mark appeared on screen at the
position of the first word of the first sentence. Participants were instructed to fixate
this mark before they made a story visible by pressing a button. After reading a
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story the participants again pressed this button to progress. The comprehension
questions were answered using two buttons on the same response box. Each
session started with written instructions, after which the eye-tracker was mounted
and calibrated. Upon successful calibration the experiment started with five
practice trials, two followed by a question. Before the experimental trials were
presented the eye tracker was re-calibrated. This procedure was repeated three
times throughout the experiment. A session was completed within 50 min.
2.1.4 Dependent variables
In eye-movement studies researchers typically report several different, yet inter-
relatedmeasures (Clifton et al. 2007). In the current study, four commonly reported
(first-pass) reading time measures were computed: First-Fixation durations (the
duration of the very first fixation on a word), First-Gaze durations (the sum of all
fixations on a word before the reader either moves on, or looks back into the text),
Right-Bounded durations (the sum of all fixations on a word before moving on
progressively) and Regression-Path durations (the sum of all fixation durations
from the timewhen the reader fixates aword, to the timewhen the readermoves on
progressively). In addition to these continuous reading timemeasures, I will report
the categorical measures Fixation Probability (the likelihood that a region receives
at least one fixation during first-pass reading) and Regression Probability (the
likelihood of a regressive eye-movement after a word is fixated during first-pass).
2.2 Results
For each reading time measure, separate analyses were conducted for three re-
gions of interest: the first adjective, the second adjective, and the final noun. Prior
to all analyses, 5.6% of the trials was removed because major tracker losses and
eye blinks made it impossible to determine the course of fixations in these critical
regions. Furthermore, words that were skipped during first pass reading were
treated asmissing data. Table 2 reports the average values of the remaining data of
the dependent variables as a function of Match (two levels: match with highly
predictable noun or mismatch with highly predictable noun), Predicted Gender
(two levels: the highly predictable noun is of the common or neuter gender type2)
and sentence region.
2 Note that the labels common and neuter for the two levels of the factor Predicted Gender refer to
the gender of the predicted noun, and not to the actual inflection on the adjective, nor to the final
noun itself.
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Linear mixed-effects regression models were fitted for the continuous reading
time measures (with the response variable log-transformed to correct for right
skewness) and generalized mixed-effects regression models were fitted for the
categorical dependent measures. I estimated the models with the R package LME4
(version 1.1–20). All models that are reported in this study included the fixed
factors Match (match vs. mismatch) and Predicted Gender (common vs. neuter),
and the interaction of these factors. Participants and items were included as
crossed random effects (Baayen et al. 2008). Sum coding was applied in the main
analyses (match was coded as −0.5 and mismatch as 0.5; common was coded
as −0.5 and neuter as 0.5). I will report and discuss effects of Match, and if present,
the interactions of Match and Predicted Gender. In the case of a significant
Table : Mean reading times (inms) and the fixations and regressions probabilities in Experiment
 as a function of Predicted Gender, Match, and sentence region.
Measure Predicted Gender Match Sentence region
First adj. Second adj. Noun
Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE)
First-fixation Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
First-gaze Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Right-bounded Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Regression-path Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Fixation prob. Common Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Neuter Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Regression prob. Common Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Neuter Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
SE, standard error of mean. Adj., adjective. Prob., probability.
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interaction, dummy-coded follow-up analyses were conducted (i.e., I fitted iden-
tical models, yet dummy-coded the independent variables and adjusted the
reference category to examine the relevant simple main effects). Fixed-effects es-
timates, t-values (for the continuous dependent variables), z-values (for the cate-
gorical dependent variables), and the associated p-values of themain analyseswill
be reported in tables (see Tables 3 and 5). The results of the follow-up (dummy-
coded) analyses will be provided in the text. Note that, since it is not clear how to
determine the degrees of freedom for the t-values of the models fitted for the
continuous dependent measures (Baayen et al. 2008), the associated p-values are
based on z-statistics as well (Barr et al. 2013).
2.2.1 First and second adjectives
Significant interactions of Match and Predicted Gender were observed for the
dependent variable Fixation Probability at both the first and second adjective
(see Table 3). Follow-up analyses showed that in the neuter-gender conditions
participants were more likely to fixate adjectives carrying an inflection that
mismatched with the gender of the predicted noun (first adjective: β = 0.67,
SE = 0.25, z = 2.7, p < 0.01; second adjective: β = 0.54, SE = 0.24, z = 2.3, p = 0.02).
A very different pattern was observed for the common-gender conditions. That
is, no effect was observed at the first adjective (β = −0.25, SE = 0.23, z = −1.1,
p = 0.29) and at the second adjective an increased fixation probability was
observed for adjectives that morphologically matched with the predictable
noun (β = −0.79, SE = 0.25, z = −3.2, p < 0.01). The Regression Probability
measure revealed a main effect of Match at the second adjective: participants
were more likely to regress to earlier sections of the mini story when the ad-
jective matched the gender of the predictable noun.
2.2.2 Final noun
The analyses for the final noun revealedmain effects for the factorMatch in several
reading timemeasures. First-Gaze, Right-Bounded, andRegression-Path durations
all displayed shorter reading times for the highly predictable noun than for the less
predictable noun. In addition, a main effect of Match and a Match x Predicted
Gender interaction were observed for Fixation Probability. Follow-up analyses
showed that participants were more likely to fixate the less predictable noun than
the highly predictable noun, but only when the predicted noun was of the
common-gender type (β = 1.3, SE = 0.26, z = 5.2, p < 0.01). When the predicted noun
was of the neuter-gender type, fixation probabilities for the anticipated and
unanticipated nouns did not differ (β = 0.34, SE = 0.27, z = 1.3, p = 0.20).









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Consistent with the findings of many studies, the results revealed that highly
predictable nouns were processed more quickly than less predictable nouns – and
are fixated less often when the highly predictable noun is of the common-gender
type. Our main interest, however, lies in how the two critical adjectives are pro-
cessed before readers encounter the actual noun. Previous ERP and behavioral
experiments revealed a processing disadvantage for pre-nominal linguistic ele-
ments that grammatically mismatched with an expected upcoming noun (e.g.,
Otten and van Berkum 2008, 2009; van Berkum et al. 2005; Wicha et al. 2003a,
2003b, 2004). The results of Experiment 1 do not replicate these findings.
First of all, none of the continuous measures revealed a reading time delay for
mismatching adjectives. Furthermore, although participants were less likely to
fixate an adjective that morphologically matchedwith a highly predictable neuter-
gender noun, it is unclear whether these inflated skipping rates should be attrib-
uted to lexical prediction. That is, the common-gender conditions revealed a very
different, arguably opposite pattern, with increased skipping rates for mismatch-
ing adjectives (note that this effect was significant at the second adjective only).
Hence, perhaps a more parsimonious explanation for the observed “cross-over”
interactions is to interpret them as main effects of inflection instead: adjectives
with e-inflection are simply fixated more often than adjectives with ∅-inflection.
On this view, the overall pattern of fixation probabilities at the critical adjectives
should be attributed to features of e- and ∅-inflection that are orthogonal to the
influence of lexical prediction. For example,word length effects (number of letters,
number of syllables, spatial extent; see Barton et al. [2014] for a review) should be
taken into account as e-inflected adjectives tend to be longer – and longer words
tend to be skipped less often (e.g., Rayner et al. 2011). But many other features of e-
and ∅-inflection could be of relevance here, such as their morphological
complexity (the surface structure – not the deep structure – of e-inflected adjec-
tives is morphologically more complex) and how frequently they occur in day-to-
day life (the distribution of e-inflected adjectives and ∅-inflected adjectives is
skewed with the former outnumbering the latter, see Blom et al. [2008]).
Not only did Experiment 1 reveal no clear evidence of a processing disad-
vantage for mismatching adjectives, but also it provided some results that sug-
gested the exact opposite. More specifically, participants were more likely to make
a regressive eye movement out of the second adjective region if that adjective
morphologically matched with the gender of the predicted noun. On the
assumption that increased regression rates are indicative of increased cognitive
effort, this would provide evidence against the idea that mismatching adjectives
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are more difficult to process, and more speculatively, against the idea that (all-or-
none) lexical predictions are generated by readers.
Obviously, the evidence for this elaborate interpretation of the results is weak,
particularly since the influence of parafoveal preview of the critical nounmay have
contaminated the results for the second adjective: it is difficult to disentangle
whether the increased rate of regressions is due to the second adjective itself or
arises as a consequence of a preview effect of the final noun instead. In all, to avoid
reporting and interpreting spurious results, a replication experiment was con-
ducted in which the same eye-trackingmethodology was used, and the exact same





Participants were 59 undergraduate students from the Utrecht University com-
munity (49 female, mean age 23, range 19–31 years) who received money for their
participation. None of them participated in Experiment 1.
3.1.2 Materials
The critical stimuli were identical to the stimuli of Experiment 1. In addition, the
filler items were held constant across experiments, with one small exception: the
total set of fillerswas increased from40 to 48 items (the eight additional filler items
were of the same type as the items in the original filler set).
3.1.3 Procedure
The experimental procedure was kept constant across experiments, with some
minor exceptions. First, in Experiment 2 the eye movements were recorded with a
desktop-mounted EyeLink 1000 eye tracker, sampling at a rate of 500 Hz. Second,
the storieswere presented on a LCD screen. Third, Experiment 2was part of a larger
reading study consisting of two 90-min sessions (the two sessions never took place




The procedure for the analyses was identical to the procedure in Experiment 1.
Trials withmajor tracker losses and toomany eye blinks in the critical regionswere
removed from the analyses ( < 1%). Furthermore, words that were skipped during
first-pass reading were treated as missing data in the reading duration variables.
Table 4 reports the average values of the remaining data of the dependent variables
as a function of Match, Predicted Gender, and sentence region. Table 5 reports the
results of the mixed-effects analyses.
Table : Mean reading times (inms) and the fixations and regressions probabilities in Experiment
 as a function of Predicted Gender, Match, and sentence region.
Measure Predicted Gender Match Sentence region
First adj. Second adj. Noun
Mean (SE) Mean (SE) Mean (SE)
First-fixation Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
First-gaze Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Right-bounded Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Regression-path Common Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Neuter Match  ()  ()  ()
Mismatch  ()  ()  ()
Fixation prob. Common Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Neuter Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Regression prob. Common Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
Neuter Match . (.) . (.) . (.)
Mismatch . (.) . (.) . (.)
SE, standard error of mean. Adj., adjective. Prob., probability.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.2.1 First and second adjectives
At the first adjective, I observed significant interactions between the factors Match
and Predicted Gender for First-Fixation durations, First-Gaze durations, Right-
Bounded durations, and Fixation Probability. Follow-up analyses revealed that in
the common-gender conditions the reading times were longer for matching ad-
jectives than for mismatching adjectives (First-Fixation: β = −0.052, SE = 0.021,
t = −2.4, p = 0.01; First-Gaze: β = −0.061, SE = 0.023, t = −2.6, p < 0.01; Right-
Bounded: β = −0.076, SE = 0.024, t = −3.1, p < 0.01). These differences in reading
times, however, were absent in the neuter-gender conditions (First-Fixation:
β = 0.024, SE = 0.021, t = 1.1, p = 0.26; First-Gaze: β = 0.025, SE = 0.023, t = 1.1,
p = 0.27; Right-Bounded: β = 0.039, SE = 0.024, t = 1.6, p = 0.11). The follow-up
analyses for Fixation Probability showed that there was no effect of Match in the
common-gender conditions (β = −0.27, SE = 0.14, z = −1.8, p = 0.07), yet in the
neuter-gender conditions matching adjectives were skipped more often than
mismatching adjectives (β = 0.30, SE = 0.14, z = 2.2, p = 0.03).
At the second adjective, I observed significant interactions for First-Gaze du-
rations, Right-Bounded durations, Regression-Path durations, Fixation Probabil-
ity, and Regression Probability. Follow-up analyses showed that in the common-
gender conditions adjectives that matched with the gender of the highly predict-
able noun were fixated more often, induced longer reading times, and triggered
more regressions than the adjectives that did not match (First-Gaze: β = −0.12,
SE = 0.028, t = −4.3, p < 0.01; Right-Bounded: β = −0.12, SE = 0.030, t = −4.2,
p < 0.01; Regression-Path: β = −0.21, SE = 0.044, t = −4.9, p < 0.01; Regression
Probability: β = −0.70, SE = 0.17, z = −4.1, p < 0.01; Fixation Probability: β = −0.65,
SE = 0.23, z = −2.8, p < 0.01). For the neuter-gender conditions a different pattern
was observed. There was no difference between matching and mismatching ad-
jectives in Regression-Path durations (β = 0.036, SE = 0.043, t = 0.9, p = 0.39),
Fixation Probability (β = 0.36, SE = 0.20, z = 1.8, p = 0.08), and Regression Prob-
ability (β = −0.18, SE = 0.14, z = −1.3, p = 0.21). However, in First-Gaze and Right-
Bounded durations mismatching adjectives induced longer reading times than
matching adjectives did (First-Gaze: β = 0.063, SE = 0.027, t = 2.3, p = 0.02; Right-
Bounded: β = 0.078, SE = 0.029, t = 2.7, p < 0.01).
3.2.2 Final noun
The analyses for the final noun revealed a main effect of Match for Regression
Probability andMatch x Predicted Gender interactions for First-Fixation durations,
First-Gaze durations, Right-Bounded durations, Regression-Path durations and
Fixation Probability. The overall pattern was that highly-predictable nouns were
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skipped less often, induced shorter reading times, and triggered fewer regressions
than did less predictable nouns. However, these mismatching effects were more
pronounced in the common gender-conditions (First-Fixation: β = 0.12, SE = 0.032,
t = 3.7, p < 0.01; First-Gaze: β = 0.18, SE = 0.035, t = 5.2, p < 0.01; Right-Bounded:
β = 0.27, SE = 0.038, t = 7.2, p < 0.01; Regression-Path: β = 0.32, SE = 0.058, t = 5.6,
p < 0.01; Fixation Probability: β= 2.1, SE = 0.18, z= 11.4, p < 0.01) than in the neuter-
gender conditions (First-Fixation: β = 0.010, SE = 0.030, t = 0.33, p = 0.74; First-
Gaze: β = −0.0042, SE = 0.033, t = −0.1, p = 0.90; Right-Bounded: β = 0.061,
SE = 0.036, t = 1.7, p = 0.09; Regression-Path: β = 0.11, SE = 0.055, t = 2.0, p = 0.05;
Fixation Probability: β = 0.33, SE = 0.15, z = 2.2, p = 0.03).
3.3 Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 partly confirmed but in addition clearly extended the
findings of Experiment 1. In both experiments the analyses at the noun revealed a
processing advantage for highly predictable nouns, relative to their less predict-
able alternatives. However, in Experiment 2 these processing advantages for
anticipated nouns emerged reliably for all dependent measures in the common-
gender conditions, which was, somewhat surprisingly, not the case in the neuter-
gender conditions – only Regression-Path duration, Fixation Probability, and
Regression Probability revealed a relatively weak processing advantage for
anticipated nouns. This could be taken to suggest that lexical predictions were less
prominent (or attenuated) for neuter gender nouns– however, note that the critical
nouns were not matched across conditions, because van Berkum et al. (2005)
optimized their design to study pre-nominal incongruency effects.
The analyses of Experiment 1 produced some isolated, yet intriguing results in
the adjectival regions. First, matching adjectives induced more regressive eye-
movements than mismatching adjectives. Second, mismatching adjectives were
more likely to be fixated thanmatching adjectives in the neuter-gender conditions,
yet the opposite pattern was observed for the common-gender conditions where
mismatching adjectives were skipped more often than matching adjectives. This
latter pattern (i.e., a cross-over interaction of Match and Predicted Gender, with a
match effect for common-gender conditions and a mismatch effect for neuter-
gender conditions) emerged more consistently in Experiment 2: interactions were
observed in most (if not all) dependent variables at both the first and second
adjective. As mentioned in Section 2.3, a relatively straightforward interpretation
for these results is to attribute them to features of e- and ∅-inflection that are
independent of the influence of lexical prediction. That is, e-inflected adjectives
may require more processing resources than ∅-inflected adjectives due to, for
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example, word length, morphological complexity, and frequency effects. There is
one caveat, however: the matching effect for common-gender nouns is more
pronounced than the mismatching effect for neuter-gender nouns. This is most
apparent in the first adjective region where the common-gender conditions
inducedmatch effects in numerous eye-trackingmeasures, yet themismatch effect
in the neuter-gender condition was only reliable in the Fixation Probability
metric – i.e., reading time metrics revealed no difference between matching and
mismatching adjectives in the neuter-gender conditions.
4 General discussion
Many studies suggested that strong (all-or-none) lexical predictions are routinely
beingmade in both listening (Otten et al. 2007; van Berkum et al. 2005;Wicha et al.
2003a) and reading paradigms (DeLong et al. 2005; Otten and van Berkum 2008,
2009; Wicha et al. 2003b, 2004). More recently, however, these findings have been
challenged for several reasons. First, two recent, large-scaled studies failed to
replicate crucial findings (Kochari and Flecken 2019; Nieuwland et al. 2018).
Second, concerns have been raised about the materials that were presented to the
participants; they may be too constraining and not the best test case to examine
lexical prediction (Luke and Christianson 2016; Nieuwland et al. 2018). Third, in
reading paradigms a relatively slow presentation mode may have invited readers
to engage in all-or-none lexical prediction (Luke and Christianson 2016; Wlotko
and Federmeier 2015). Hence, even if evidence in favor of lexical prediction was
obtained in reading studies, it is unclear whether lexical prediction will occur in
more natural reading settings (note that this does not apply to the ERP studies that
use a listening paradigm). In the context of these open issues and concerns, my
main research objective was straightforward. In two eye-tracking experiments, I
examined whether readers generate strong lexical predictions in a relatively
naturalistic reading setting and I evaluatedwhether these predictions are activated
or updated in the same vein as shown in previous studies. In addition to this main
objective I explored how syntactic gender features (i.e., common vs. neuter)
modulate the time course of nominal predictions in Dutch.
A synthesis of the results of the two experiments reveals a somewhat puzzling
pattern that can be summarized as follows. First, highly-anticipated nouns are
processed more rapidly than less anticipated nouns. Second, this predictability
advantage appears to be more prominent for common-gender nouns than for
neuter-gender nouns. Third, pre-nominal adjectives that morphologically match
with an anticipated common-gender noun require prolonged processing (a match
effect). Fourth, pre-nominal adjectives that morphologically match with an
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anticipated neuter-gender noun require less processing (a mismatch effect). Fifth,
the match effect for adjectives in the common-gender conditions is more pro-
nounced than the mismatch effect for the adjectives in the neuter-gender
conditions.
Based on previous findings, evidence consistent with strong prediction would
have been obtained if mismatching adjectives in both the common-gender and the
neuter-gender conditions induced longer reading times and/or more regressive
eye-movements than matching adjectives. In that sense I fail to replicate the
findings of prior studies; most notably the behavioral SPR study of van Berkum
et al. (2005) in which identical critical stimuli (and nearly-identical filler stimuli)
were presented to the readers. Hence, in the current study lexical predictions are
clearly not activated and/or updated in the same vein as shown in previous studies.
On a general level this shows that the usage of complementary researchmethods is
vital, even when studying ostensibly well-established phenomena (cf. Nieuwland
et al. 2018). Furthermore, because the results of Experiments 1 and 2 were similar,
yet not identical, my study also highlights the importance of repeating an exper-
iment several times. Finally, a more speculative conclusion that can be drawn is
that, in line with a proposal of Luke and Christianson (2016), only highly-
constrained contexts in which readers process the incoming information at a
relatively slow pace, will induce strong, all-or-none lexical predictions.
4.1 Do lexical predictions play no role in the current study?
On the one hand, the results of the current study do not present evidence for all-or-
none prediction – at least not at first glance. On the other hand, it cannot be ruled
out that nominal predictions were generated by the readers. After all, anticipated
nouns were processed more quickly than unanticipated nouns and, in both ex-
periments, readers were sensitive to the manipulation at the gender-inflected ad-
jectives – albeit in a puzzling way. I will therefor explore several alternative,
prediction-oriented explanations that could also account for the intriguing data of
the current study. The time course, processing costs, and validation processes of
prediction will be accentuated in this discussion.
In Sections 2.3 and 3.3, I raised the possibility that the interaction effects at the
adjective regions emerged for reasons that are unrelated to lexical prediction:
e-inflected adjectives simply require more processing resources than ∅-inflected
adjectives. This, however, does not rule out that all-or-none nominal predictions
are activated during reading. The main difference between prior studies and the
current studywould then be that in prior studies themorphosyntactic properties of
the adjectives are used to validate predictions, whereas in the current study they
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are not. On that view, the reading-time constraints that are enforced by a research
method do not determine whether all-or-none lexical predictions are activated (cf.
Luke and Christianson 2016), but they do affect whether prediction incongruencies
are detected and repaired on the fly. This would be in line with frameworks on
sentence and text validation mechanisms in which certain stages of validation are
a resource-consuming affair and under strategic control of the reader (Isberner and
Richter 2014) (see also Section 4.2).
This explanation of the data disregards any influence of lexical prediction on
how the critical adjectives are processed by the participants. Although this makes
sense in the current situation, as it reflects a plausible and perhaps the most
parsimonious interpretation of the data, it does not seem to tell the whole story.
Recall that the match effect (matching adjectives induce more processing costs
than mismatching adjectives) in the common-gender conditions was far more
pronounced than the mismatch effect (mismatching adjectives induce more pro-
cessing costs than matching adjectives) in the neuter-gender conditions. In fact,
the only reliable mismatch effect observed at the first adjective in the neuter-
gender conditions was that mismatching adjectives were skippedmore often. If we
assume that the findings for the adjective regions do reflect lexical prediction
processes and that the first adjective presents a more reliable region of interest
than the second adjective (i.e., the results for the latter region are potentially
contaminated by a parafoveal preview of the critical noun) two interesting issues
arise. Namely, (1) why did readers slow down while they were processing adjec-
tives that morphologically matched with an anticipated noun and (2) why did this
match effect surface if the predicted noun carried a common-gender feature, but no
effect was observed when the predicted noun carried a neuter-gender feature?
4.2 Why do prediction-consistent adjectives induce a
processing delay?
At the outset of this contribution, I distinguished two opposing viewpoints on the
processing costs of lexical prediction. Whereas some frameworks assume that
linguistic predictions come for free, other frameworks state that the preparation of
a linguistic prediction should come at a measurable processing cost (cf. Calvo
2001; Clark 2013; Estevez and Calvo 2000; Friston 2010; George et al. 1997; Huettig
2015; Long and De Ley 2000; Luke and Christianson 2016). In the context of these
extant accounts of linguistic prediction, the results appear to be more consistent
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with the latter type of frameworks: a processing advantage of highly-anticipated
(common-gender) nouns comes at the expense of increased processing costs in
preceding sentence regions (i.e., in this case the adjectival regions). Depending on
the exact time course of lexical prediction in the current study, these increased
processing costs may reflect (all-or-none) activation processes or, alternatively,
they may reflect processes of updating or pre-integration.
If the match effect reflects the processing costs of activating a prediction, one
must assume that due to the real-time constraints of the reading task, it became
less feasible for the readers to generate a lexical prediction in the current study
than in prior (ERP) studies. Consequently, their lexical predictions were delayed,
or at least not fully active, when they encountered the critical adjectives: only at
the moment readers encounter the first inflected adjective, the continuation of the
sentence becomes constrained to such an extent that it becomes worthwhile to
generate an all-or-none lexical prediction. This approach presupposes a hybrid
prediction mechanism in which non-taxing, graded prediction can evolve into
more resource-consuming, all-or-none prediction. Hence, on this view an impor-
tant issue for future research is to examine when and how this transition in the
linguistic prediction system takes place and what kind of linguistic information
would be sufficient to unleash all-or-none prediction.
It is also possible – perhaps even more plausible – that the main issue is not
somuchwhen the nominal prediction becomes fully active, but whether and how
the prediction is pre-integrated into the developing mental model of the reader.
Earlier the conjecture was made that in order to explain any processing differ-
ences between matching and mismatching adjectives, one must assume that at
least a rudimentary form of syntactic pre-integration takes place in which the
parser checks the syntactic features of the adjective to those of the anticipated
noun (van Berkum et al. 2005). There is no a priori reason, however, to assume
that processes of pre-integration should be limited to syntactic pre-integration,
i.e., the adjective may also be pre-integrated semantically with the anticipated
noun. Then, based on the assumptions (1) that semantic pre-integration of the
adjective and the noun requires some cognitive effort and (2) that semantic
integration is only initiated if the inflection on the adjective corresponds with the
gender of the anticipated noun, the match effect at the critical adjectives can be
accounted for: matching adjectives (temporarily) induce a higher cognitive load
than mismatching adjectives because the former are semantically pre-integrated
right away, whereas the latter are not.
This explanation of the match effect presupposes a cognitive language ar-
chitecture in which (morpho)syntactic processing precedes – and in case of an
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ungrammatical dependency even blocks – subsequent semantic processing.3 In
addition to these claims about the sequential architecture of the human language
system, we also have to assume that in the case of a morphological mismatch the
reader does not initiate an attempt to adjust or repair the lexical prediction right
away – after all, this should incur measurable costs at the mismatching adjectives.
At first glance this seems incompatible with the widely held belief that language
comprehension is a highly incremental affair (i.e., a reader continuously updates
andmeticulously checks his or hermental representation of an unfolding text; e.g.,
Kutas et al. 2011; van Berkum et al. 2005). However, there is also an accumulating
body of evidence suggesting that language comprehension does not proceed fully
incrementally in all circumstances. Parsing and integration decisions are often
postponed by language comprehenders. This “wait-and-see” approach has been
reported, for example, in studies examining the resolution of ambiguous pronouns
(MacDonald and MacWhinney 1990; Stewart et al. 2007). Similarly, readers often
construct an underspecified syntactic representation of a sentence, in particular in
the case of garden-path sentences (e.g., von der Malsburg and Vasishth 2013). As a
final example, recently O’Brien and Cook (2016) presented a model on text
comprehension that assumes that connections formed in the integration stage of
comprehension are subsequently checked against information in memory in a
validation stage (cf. Isberner and Richter 2014). They explicitly mention that in
particular the validation stage – which may trigger processes of re-analyses and
repair – has the potential to have a delayed influence on comprehension. Putting
aside the discrepancies between these studies and frameworks, they point in the
same direction. Although readers often use the information in a sentence or
discourse right at themoment it becomes available, there are also circumstances in
which the available information is used only partly, in a delayed manner, or not at
all. Extrapolated to the current study this means that even in the face of
morphological evidence against a specific prediction, readers may “decide” to
postpone processes of re-analyses and repair.
3 Although a sequential architecture is upheld in many ‘single-stream’ theories of language
comprehension (e.g., Frazier and Rayner 1982; Friederici and Kotz 2003; Koornneef 2008; Reuland
2001, 2011) there are alsomany “multi-stream” theories (e.g., Ferreira and Patson 2007; Karimi and
Ferreira 2016; Kuperberg 2007; van Herten et al. 2006) claiming that a separate semantic (or
heuristic) representation can be constructed independently of the surface structure of a sentence
or text (for a discussion of single- vs. multi-stream frameworks and a defense of single-stream
frameworks cf. Brouwer et al. [2012]; Koornneef [2008]). Furthermore, note that multi-stream
models would not readily predict a match effect in the current explanation.
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4.3 Why is the influence of prediction primarily observed for
common-gender nouns?
If we assume that the match effect in the common-gender conditions is directly
related to the activation or pre-integration of lexical predictions, then a puzzling
finding is that the experimental manipulation did not result in a match effect for
the neuter-gender conditions. This could indicate that readers were not generating
a specific nominal prediction when the stories were biased towards a neuter-
gender noun, which would be consistent with the observation that in the neuter-
gender conditions of Experiment 2 attenuated reading time differences emerged
between the highly and less predictable nouns. However, this attenuated effect at
the final noun was not observed in Experiment 1. Moreover, the idea that only
common-gender nouns can be predicted by a reader seems somewhat peculiar and
would clearly deviate from the conclusions of previous studies (Otten and van
Berkum 2008, 2009; Otten et al. 2007; van Berkum et al. 2005).
Although it is difficult to provide a straightforward solution to this final puzzle,
I would like to point out that so-calleddeflectionphenomena could play a role here.
Deflection is the tendency of a language “to get rid of” its inflectional morphology
(Bennis 2010). This phenomenon is observed in Dutch and holds for many Ger-
manic languages. Although the influence of deflection is most clearly visible for
verbal inflection, adjectival inflection in Dutch seems to be under pressure as well.
That is, e-inflection (the default in Dutch) tends to become more dominant over
time, which induces overgeneralization (i.e., e-inflection is used for neuter-gender
nouns after an indefinite determiner) and may even result in a gradual disap-
pearance of the usage of∅-inflected adjectives (Bennis 2010; Bennis andHinskens
2014). On the assumption that this gradual disappearance of∅-inflection is real –
and is already affecting the syntactic features of the entries of neuter nouns in the
lexicon of Dutch readers – one could make the following conjecture: inflected
adjectives are informative if the predicted noun is of the common-gender type
(i.e., e-inflection is compatible with a common noun, yet ∅-inflection is incom-
patible with a common-gender noun), whereas inflected adjectives are not (or less
informative) if the predicted noun is of the neuter-gender type (i.e., e-inflection and
∅-inflection are, to some extent, both compatible with a neuter-gender noun).
Although this would provide an elegant explanation for why nominal predictions
affect the processing signature of adjectives in the common-gender conditions but
not (or differently) in the neuter-gender conditions, it does require devious argu-
mentation – and only holds when deflection is ongoing in Dutch but not
completed. Moreover, there are other complicating factors that could play a role
here. For example, as pointed out by Kochari and Flecken (2019), in contexts with
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indefinite determiners, adjectives modifying a singular diminutive always carry
∅-inflection, even if the original noun is of the common-gender type. So, in all,
although my data and the discussion above reveal that specific features and ten-
dencies of Dutch morphology may have had a profound influence on the pro-
cessing signature of lexical predictions in the current and prior studies, it is not
possible to provide a detailed picture of how they exerted their influence exactly.
5 Conclusion
The two eye-tracking experiments presented in this contribution revealed a com-
plex pattern of results. Several explanations of the data were considered and
connected to different viewpoints on the architecture of the language faculty, as
well as to ongoing debates on the time course and processing costs of (linguistic)
predictions. Perhaps the most parsimonious explanation of the data is that the
participants did not engage in all-or-none lexical prediction due to the nature of
the reading task, allowing a higher reading pace than the tasks of prior studies.
However, it also became clear thatwe cannot rule out all-or-none lexical prediction
as a genuine phenomenon in reading, even in the current study. Given the spec-
ulative nature of some of the explanations discussed throughout this contribution,
I refrain from committing to one interpretation and merely state that the data is
inconclusive. Hence, the results speak neither against nor in favor of (resource-
consuming) all-or-none prediction and, similarly, neither against nor in favor of
(non-taxing) graded prediction. Having said that, the results of the current eye-
tracking study are highly relevant because, above all, they clearly diverge from the
results obtained in prior ERP and behavioral studies – using identical or very
similar manipulations and items (Otten and van Berkum 2008, 2009; Otten et al.
2007; van Berkum et al. 2005; see Koehne et al. in this issue for another example of
conflicting evidence between eye-tracking and ERP experiments). Moreover, the
results illustrate that syntactic gender may modulate the time course of lexical
predictions, an issue that has not been examined in great detail before (Kochari
and Flecken 2019).
Obviously, I do not wish to claim that the current findings completely un-
dermine prior conclusions. The point being made here is that the present findings
force us to see the results of previous studieswith different eyes and novel research
is required to fully explain the discrepancies between studies. In my opinion, a
reasonable next step for future research on lexical prediction is to co-register the
eye-movements and ERPs of readers in a single set-up. Although such co-
registration research will come with challenges of its own, it also presents clear
opportunities for amore profound understanding of howwe should synthesize the
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results of eye-tracking and ERP studies (Dimigen et al. 2011; Kliegl et al. 2012). As
such, it will deepen our understanding of the early stages of linguistic prediction
and, in addition, it may solve the puzzles raised by the current study on the side.
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